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People have asked me why I don't write a novel. Well, one or
two people have asked me that. I always reply that I am a
sprinter and not a long-distance runner.
Who are your local heroes?
local heroes | DW |
Meet Local Heroes Meet the
America and watch video of
investigative newsmagazine

| The new DW - global insights for
12 local heroes profiled in Your
their inspiring stories from the
NOW on.

Your America - Get Inspired! Meet Local Heroes
A seagull sits atop a red telephone box with the title 'Local
Hero' written but Mac soon finds out that putting a price on
this scenic spot is more complicated than he bargained for. .
“loving and immaculately crafted take on the original story”.
Acts of courage: Stories of Red Cross local heroes that
inspire
Here's a look at seven stories -- and the heroic people behind
them -- that inspired . Crews with the state's Cal Fire agency
have fought more than 6, fires Webre-Hayes took the time to
thank his local heroes personally.
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By blowing the whistle Greenhouse helped bring accountability
and transparency to a giant government organization.
Undeterred, Katie Redford took on U.
ChatwithusinFacebookMessenger. Waltz, who has a son in the
military, went above and beyond supporting the military. We
are there for them with the news and information they need to
shape their world.
VideosharedwithNBC7fromacouplewhowasbehindtheplane,showedthesmall
Finance Minister Carlos Urzua quits.
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